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FOREWORD 
 

 

It is our great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for Second Year 

engineering students for the subject of Microprocessor and Microcontroller Lab 

 
As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of the questions in your 

mind regarding the subject and exactly what has been tried is to answer through 

this manual. 

 
As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded with ISO 

9001:2015,140001:2015 certification and it is our endure to technically equip our 

students taking the advantage of the procedural aspects of ISO Certification. 

 
Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects in initial stage itself, 

will greatly relived them in future as much of the load will be taken care by the 

enthusiasm energies of the students once they are conceptually clear. 

 

 

 

Dr. H. H. Shinde 

Principal 
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LABORATORY MANUAL CONTENTS 
 

 

This manual is intended for the Second year students of Computer Science and 

Engineering in the subject of Microprocessor and Microcontroller Lab. This 

manual typically contains practical/Lab Sessions related Microprocessor and 

Microcontroller covering various aspects related the subject to enhanced 

understanding. 

 
Students are advised to thoroughly go through this manual rather than only topics 

mentioned in the syllabus as practical aspects are the key to understanding and 

conceptual visualization of theoretical aspects covered in the books. 

 
Good Luck for your Enjoyable Laboratory Sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Prof. Vijaya B. Musande 

SubjectTeacher HOD 
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MGM’s 

 

Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College, Aurangabad 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

Vision of CSE Department: 

 

To develop computer engineers with necessary analytical ability and human values who can 

creatively design, implement a wide spectrum of computer systems for welfare of the society.  

Mission of the CSE Department: 

 

I. Preparing graduates to work on multidisciplinary platforms associated with  

their professional position both independently and in a team environment.  

II. Preparing graduates for higher education and research in Computer Science  

and Engineering enabling them to develop systems for society development.  

Programme Educational Objectives: Graduates will be able to  

 

I. To analyze, design and provide optimal solution for Computer Science  

and Engineering and multidisciplinary problems.  

II.       To pursue higher studies and research by applying knowledge of mathematics  

           and fundamentals of computer science.  

II. To exhibit professionalism, communication skills and adapt to current trends  

by engaging in lifelong learning.  
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Programme Outcomes (POs): Engineering Graduates will be able to:  

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an 

engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.  

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and 

engineering sciences.  

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system 

components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and 

safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations.  

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research methods 

including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide 

valid conclusions.  

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and 

IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an understanding of the 

limitations.  

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, 

safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering 

practice.  

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in 

societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.  

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of the 

engineering practice.  

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse 

teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and design 

documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and 

management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage 

projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent 

and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.  
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LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Course Code :BCSEL2208  Course Title Microprocessor & Microcontroller Lab  

  

SN Name of Practical 

1  Program for Macro  

2  Program for NEAR procedure  

3  Program for FAR procedure. Use of PUBLIC and EXTERN  

directives is mandatory  

4  Program to find factorial of given number. Write x86 ALP to find the factorial 

of a given integer number on a command line by using recursion. Explicit 

stack manipulation is expected in the code.  

5  Program for Password verification  

6  Program for BCD addition  

7  Program to display system time & date  

8  Program for HEX to BCD conversion  

9  Program for BCD to HEX conversion  

10  Write X86 program to sort the list of integers in ascending/descending order. 

Read the input from the text file and write the sorted data back to  

the same text file using bubble sort  

11  Write X86 menu driven Assembly Language Program (ALP) to implement OS 

(DOS) commands TYPE, COPY and DELETE using file operations. User is 

supposed to provide  

command line arguments in all cases.  

12  Write a Terminate but Stay Resident (TSR) program for a key-logger. The 

key-presses during the stipulated time need to be displayed at the center of  

the screen  

13  pogram for mouse interfacing.  

14  Program for graphics editor  

15  Program for PC to PC communication using serial port  
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LABORATORY OUTCOMES 

 

LO1: Demonstrate ability to handle arithmetic operations, logical operations, 

string manipulation using assembly language programming. 

LO2: Apply the various assembler directive of MASM 

LO3:Demonstrate ability to handle TSR using assembly language 

programming 

LO4:Design I/O interfacing circuits with 8086, perform file handling 

operations 

LO5:Apply the different interrupts of 8086 
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DOs and DON’Ts in Laboratory: 

 

1. Make entry in the Log Book as soon as you enter the Laboratory. 

 
2. All the students should sit according to their roll numbers starting 

from their left to right. 

3. All the students are supposed to enter the terminal number in the logbook. 

 
4. Do not change the terminal on which you are working. 

 
5. All the students are expected to get at least the algorithm of the 

program/concept to be implemented. 

6. Strictly observe the instructions given by the teacher/Lab Instructor. 

 
7. Do not disturb machine Hardware / Software Setup. 

 

 

 
Instruction for Laboratory Teachers: 

 

1.  Submission related to whatever lab work has been completed 

should be done during the next lab session along with signing the 

index. 

2.  The promptness of submission should be encouraged by way of 

marking and evaluation patterns that will benefit the since the 

students. 

3. Continuous assessment in the prescribed format must befollowed. 
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Practical 1 

Aim : Program for Macro 

Introduction: 

Macros: 

 

A macro is unlike a procedure in that the machine instructions are repeated each time the macro 

is referenced. Therefore, no memory is saved, but programming time is conserved (no linkage is 

required) and some degree of modularity is achieved. The code that is to be repeated is called the 

prototype code. The prototype code along with the statements for referencing and terminating is 

called the macro definition. 

Once a macro is defined, it can be inserted at various points in the program by using macro 

calls.When a macro call is encountered by the assembler, the assembler replaces the call with 

themacro code. Insertion of the macro code by the assembler for a macro call is referred to as a 

macro expansion. In order to allow the prototype code to be used in a variety of situations, macro 

definition and the prototype code can use dummy parameters which can be replaced by the actual 

parameters when the macro is expanded. During a macro expansion, the first actual parameter 

replaces the first dummy parameter in the prototype code, the second actual parameter 

replacesthe second dummy parameter, and so on. 

 

Macro definition: 

 

name    MACRO  [parameters,...] 

 

<instructions> 

 

ENDM 

 

 

Unlike procedures, macros should be defined above the code that uses it, for example: 

 

MyMacro    MACRO  p1, p2, p3 

 

     MOV AX, p1 

     MOV BX, p2 

     MOV CX, p3 

 

ENDM 
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ORG 100h 

 

MyMacro 1, 2, 3 

 

MyMacro 4, 5, DX 

 

RET 

 

 

The above code is expanded into: 

 

MOV AX, 00001h 

MOV BX, 00002h 

MOV CX, 00003h 

MOV AX, 00004h 

MOV BX, 00005h 

MOV CX, DX 
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Some important facts about macros and procedures: 

 When you want to use a procedure you should use CALL instruction, for example: 

 CALL MyProc 

 When you want to use a macro, you can just type its name. For example: 

 MyMacro 

 Procedure is located at some specific address in memory, and if you use the same 

procedure 100 times, the CPU will transfer control to this part of the memory. The 

control will be returned back to the program by RET instruction. The stack is used to 

keep the return address. The CALL instruction takes about 3 bytes, so the size of the 

output executable file grows very insignificantly, no matter how many time the procedure 

is used. 

 Macro is expanded directly in program's code. So if you use the same macro 100 times, 

the compiler expands the macro 100 times, making the output executable file larger and 

larger, each time all instructions of a macro are inserted. 

 You should use stack or any general purpose registers to pass parameters to procedure. 

 To pass parameters to macro, you can just type them after the macro name. For example: 

 MyMacro 1, 2, 3 

 To mark the end of the macro ENDM directive is enough. 

 To mark the end of the procedure, you should type the name of the procedure before 

the ENDP directive. 

 

 

Macros are expanded directly in code, therefore if there are labels inside the macro definition 

you may get "Duplicate declaration" error when macro is used for twice or more. To avoid such 

problem, use LOCAL directive followed by names of variables, labels or procedure names. For 

example: 

 

MyMacro2    MACRO 

 LOCAL label1, label2 

 

 CMP  AX, 2 

 JE label1 

 CMP  AX, 3 

 JE label2 

 label1: 

   INC  AX 

 label2: 
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   ADD  AX, 2 

ENDM 

 

 

ORG 100h 

 

MyMacro2 

 

MyMacro2 

 

RET 

8086 Instructions: 

The MOV instruction 

The MOV instruction is the most important command in the 8086 because it moves data from 

one location to another. It also has the widest variety of parameters; so it the assembler 

programmer can use MOV effectively, the rest of the commands are easier to understand. 

format: 

MOV destination,source 

The possible combinations of operands are as follows : 

Destination source Example 

Register register mov ax,bx 

Register immediate mov ax,10h 

Register memory mov ax,es:[bx] 

Memory immediate mov aNumber,10h 

Memory register mov aDigit,ax 

MOV copies the data in the source to the destination. The data can be either a byte or a word. 

Sometimes this has to be explicitly stated when the assembler cannot determine from the 

operands whether a byte or word is being referenced. 

The MOV instruction has a few limitations: 
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 an immediate value cannot be moved into a segment register directly (i.e. mov ds,10) 

 segment registers cannot be copied directly (i.e. mov es,ds) 

 a memory location cannot be copied into another memory location (i.e. mov 

aNumber,aDigit) 

 CS cannot be copied to (i.e. mov cs,ax) 

The LEA instruction 

format: 

LEA register,memory 

Load Effective Address loads the specified register with the offset of a memory location. 

The following two lines of code are identical: 

mov ax,OFFSET aMessage 

lea ax,aMessage 

However, the MOV instruction cannot be indexed because OFFSET is an assembler directive, 

not an instruction. It would be impossible to say 

mov ax,OFFSET aMessage+[BX] 

since the offset calculation is done at assembly-time. On the other hand, it is possible to issue the 

command 

lea ax,aMessage[BX] 

example: 

lea dx,aMessage 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

INT 21h Interrupts 

Int 21h is a dos interrupt. It is one of the most commonly used interrupt while writing code in 

8086 assembly language. 

To use the dos interrupt 21h load ah with the desired sub-function load other required parameters 

in other registers and make a call to int 21h. 

The INT instruction 

format: 

INT num 
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INT calls the relevant interrupt procedure as specified by the num parameter. Any DOS or BIOS 

software interrupt can be called using the INT instruction. Sometimes it may be necessary to set 

certain values into specific registers to pass parameters to the interrupt routine. 

example: 

INT 21h 

21h is the most common interrupt because it provides input and output services to DOS 

programs. 

The structure of an interrupt procedure is like any normal procedure as far as the assembler is 

concerned. However, when performing an INT, the 8086 does a number of additional tasks, like 

saving the flags. Thus, instead of a RET instruction at the end of the procedure, every interrupt 

routine has an IRET instruction at the end. This IRET does the additional processing required 

(viz. restoring the flags) before returning control to the calling program. 

Int 21h function:  

Function 09- Output character string 

Action: Writes a string to the display. 

On entry: AH = 09h 

DS:DX = segment:offset of string 

Returns: Nothing 

Notes: The string must be terminated by the $ character (24h), which is not transmitted. Any 

ASCII codes can be embedded within the string. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program : 

 

DISPLAY MACRO MSG               ;Defining a Macro, to display a string 
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        LEA DX,MSG     

        MOV AH,09H 

        INT 21H 

ENDM 

 

DATA SEGMENT 

        MSG1 DB 10,13,"************************************** $" 

        MSG2 DB 10,13,"NAME    :- MGM JNEC                    $" 

        MSG3 DB 10,13,"ROLL NO :-  12345                      $" 

        MSG4 DB 10,13,"CLASS   :-   SY                        $" 

        MSG5 DB 10,13,"COLLEGE :-   MGM JNEC                  $" 

        MSG6 DB 10,13,"************************************** $" 

DATA ENDS 

 

CODE SEGMENT 

ASSUME CS:CODE ,DS:DATA 

 

        MOV AX,DATA       ;Initialising DS 

        MOV DS,AX 

 

        DISPLAY MSG1      ;Calling a Macro, to display a string 

        DISPLAY MSG2                     

        DISPLAY MSG3                     

        DISPLAY MSG4                     

        DISPLAY MSG5                     

        DISPLAY MSG6                     
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        MOV AH,4CH  ;Terminate the program 

        INT 21H 

 

CODE ENDS 

END 

Output: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practical 2 and 3 

 

Aim :Program for NEAR  and FAR procedure. Use of PUBLIC and EXTERN directives is 

mandatory 
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Procedures 

Procedures are also like macro, but they are used for large set of instruction when macro is useful 

for small set of instructions. It contains a set of instructions which performs a specific task. It 

contains three main parts i.e Procedure name to identify the procedure, procedure body which 

contains set of instructions, and RET statement which denotes return statement.  

Procedures in assembly language are declared with a PROC directive at the beginning and an 

ENDP directive at the end. 

example: 

TestProc PROC 

mov ax,0 

ret 

TestProc ENDP 

All procedures have a RET instruction at the end. This restores control to the point after which 

the procedure was called in the main program body. 

After declaring the procedure, it can be called with a CALL instruction. 

example: 

CALL TestProc 

The CALL instruction saves the address of the next instruction onto the stack and then changes 

the IP to reflect the value of its parameter. Since the IP keeps track of the currently executing 

instruction, this change causes the program to jump to the beginning of the procedure. When the 

RET instruction is encountered, it pops the old IP value off the stack, thus causing procedure to 

return to the main program body. 

The CALL instruction can also take a register or memory location as a parameter. In this 

situation, the register/memory location contains the address of the procedure to be called. 

 

 

 

 

Difference between Macro and Procedure: 

S.No. MACRO PROCEDURE 

01. 

Macro definition contains a set of 

instruction to support modular 

programming. 

Procedure contains a set of instructions which 

can be called repetitively which can perform a 

specific task. 
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02. 

It is used for small set of instructions 

mostly less than ten instructions. 

It is used for large set of instructions mostly 

more than ten instructions. 

03. 

In case of macro memory requirement is 

high. 

In case of procedure memory requirement is 

less. 

04. 

CALL and RET instruction/statements are 

not required in macro. 

CALL and RET instruction/statements are 

required in procedure. 

05. 

Assembler directive MACRO is used to 

define macro and assembler directive 

ENDM is used to indicate the body is 

over. 

Assembler directive PROC is used to define 

procedure and assembler directive ENDP is 

used to indicate the body is over. 

06. 
Execution time of macro is less than it 

executes faster than procedure. 

Execution time of procedures is high as it 

executes slower than macro. 

07. 

Here machine code is created multiple 

times as each time machine code is 

generated when macro is called. 

Here machine code is created only once, it is 

generated only once when the procedure is 

defined. 

08. 

In a macro parameter is passed as part of 

statement that calls macro. 

In a procedure parameters are passed in 

registers and memory locations of stack. 

09. 

Overhead time does not take place as there 

is no calling and returning. 

Overhead time takes place during calling 

procedure and returning control to calling 

program. 

 

FAR/NEAR type modifiers 

In certain cases, procedures are defined in segments other than the one from which the procedure 

is called. In this case, simply saving the IP will not be enough to remember the point of calling; 

the segment has to be saved as well. The definition of the procedure must be changed to reflect 

that it is a FAR (meaning: not in same segment) procedure. 

TestProc PROC FAR 

mov ax,0 

ret 

TestProc ENDP 

To call a procedure that is known to be in another segment, the CALL statement can also be 

modified using a FAR type modifier.  

example: 

CALL far ptr TestProc 

Sometimes, it helps to explicitly define a procedure as NEAR (meaning: in the same segment) to 

create smaller programs. The unconditional JMP instruction can also take such FAR/NEAR type 

modifiers. 
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External/Public assembler directives 

In order to incorporate procedures written in separate files, the programmer needs to include 

PUBLIC directives in the procedure file and EXTRN directives in the main program file. The 

secondary procedure file need not have a program entry point since it cannot be used on its own. 

Assuming that a procedure called readsint has been defined to read an integer into the AX 

register. This procedure is then exported by including the following line at the top of the code in 

the secondary file: 

PUBLIC readsint 

Similarly, the program that is going to use this procedure must include a statement telling the 

assembler that it is going to use a procedure from an external file. To do this, the following line 

must be included at the top of the main program source file: 

EXTRN readsint:proc 

Multiple declarations can be separated by commas 

eg. EXTRN readsint:proc,writesint:proc 

After both files are assembled separately, the files must be linked together with a command such 

as: 

TLINK MAIN.OBJ SECOND.OBJ 

The IOASM library provides the following two procedures that can be incorporated into your 

programs to make input and output simpler: 

readsint - reads an integer into the AX register 

writesint - writes the value of the AX register to standard output 

To link your programs with IOASM, you need to include the following line at the top of your 

program: 

EXTRN readsint:proc, writesint:proc 

and then link the program with the command TLINK YOURFILE IOASM.LIB 

 

Program: 

.data 

n1 db "Enter first no:$" 
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n2 db 10,13,"Enter second no:$" 

n3 db 10,13,"Addition is:$" 

.code 

mov ax,@data 

mov ds,ax 

 

mov ah,9 

mov dx,offset n1 

int 21h 

CALL input1 

 

mov ah,9 

mov dx,offset n2 

int 21h 

CALL input2 

 

mov ah,9 

mov dx,offset n3 

int 21h 

 

add bl,al    

 ;sub 48 so that it represents the ASCII value of digits 

sub bl,48d 

mov dl,bl 

mov ah,2 

int 21h 
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mov ah,4ch 

int 21h 

input1 PROC 

mov ah,1 

int 21h 

mov bl,al 

RET 

input1 ENDP 

input2 PROC 

mov ah,1 

int 21h 

RET 

input2 ENDP 

end 

Output: 

 

 

 

 

Practical 4 

Aim: Program to find factorial of given number. 

Introduction: 

DATA SEGMENT 
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DATA SEGMENT is the starting point of the Data Segment in a Program and DATA is the 

name given to this segment and SEGMENT is the keyword for defining Segments, Where we 

can declare our variables. 

NUM DB ? 

FACT DB 1H 

RES DB 10 DUP (‘$’) 

MSG1 DB “ENTER NUMBER : $” 

MSG2 DB 10,13,”RESULT : $” 
NUM  DB ?   

We are initializing NUM to ? (? stands for blank value), As we are accepting value from User 

from Console as the Decimal number to find Factorial of it. Detailed explanation is given below.  

FACT DB 1H We are initializing FACT to 1H (H stands for Hexadecimal value).  

 

RES  DB 10 DUP (‘$’) this line is a declaration of Array initialized with ‘$’ which works as 

New Line Character. $ is used as (\n) NULL character in C program. (A Number Character is 

of a BYTE size Hence we have to used only DB Define Byte ) as we don’t know the length of 

the digits in the Resultant Decimal equivalent printable form, Therefore we take it approx size 

ten. Here 10 DUP (‘$’) stands for N i.e. Size of Array or Array Size. DUP stands for Duplicate 

i.e. it will duplicate the value in All the Array with the value present in Bracket (i.e. $). 

 

 MSG1 DB “ENTER NUMBER: $” this line is a declaration of Charater Array initialized with 

“ENTER NUMBER:$” and $ is used as (\n) NULL character in C program. (A Character is of a 

BYTE Hence we have to use only DB Define Byte ).  

 

MSG2 DB 10,13,”RESULT:$” this line is a declaration of Charater Array initialized with 

“RESULT:  $”. 10,13, works as New Line Character if this is not present All the Messages will 

be printed on the same line and $ is used as (\n) NULL character in C program. (A Character is 

of a BYTE Hence we have to use only DB Define Byte ). 

 

DATA ENDS 
DATA ENDS is the End point of the Data Segment in a Program. We can write just ENDS But 

to differentiate the end of which segment it is of which we have to write the same name given to 

the Data Segment. 

Now, Selection of data type is DB data type the numbers which we are adding will be integers so 

DB is sufficient. 

DATASEGMENT 

NUM DB ? 

FACT DB 1H 

RES DB 10 DUP('$') 

MSG1 DB "ENTER NUMBER : $" 
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MSG2 DB 10,13,"RESULT : $" 

DATAENDS 

In Assembly programming, the variable are all defined by bytes only. 

DB – Define Byte  (Size – 1 Byte) 

DW – Define Word  (Size – 2 Byte) 

DD – Define Double word  (Size –  4 Bytes) 

DQ – Define Quad word  (Size – 8 Bytes) 

DT – Define Ten Bytes  (Size – 10 Bytes) 

NUMBER SYSTEM in Assembly Programming is Decimal, Octal, Hexadecimal, Binary. 

In the Program, We are entering the values for the variables and Do arithmetical Operations like 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division So the Computer should understand which 

kind of Number is entered. Hence there is a different letters for different Number 

Systems. O or o stands for Octal, H or h stands for Hexadecimal, B or b stands for Binary, D 

or d stands for Decimal. By default type of numbering system is Decimal. If you do not specify 

any letter then the number is understood to be Decimal (By default). 

 

Explanation :  
 

In this Assembly Language Programming, A single program is divided into four Segments which 

are 1. Data Segment, 2. Code Segment, 3. Stack Segment, and 4. Extra  Segment. Now, from 

these one is compulsory i.e. Code Segment if at all you don’t need variable(s) for your 

program.if you need variable(s) for your program you will need two Segments i.e. Code Segment 

and Data Segment. 

CODE SEGMENT 
CODE SEGMENT is the starting point of the Code Segment in a Program and CODE is the 

name given to this segment and SEGMENT is the keyword for defining Segments, Where we 

can write the coding of the program. 

 

ASSUME DS:DATA CS:CODE 
In this Assembly Language Programming, their are Different Registers present for Different 

Purpose So we have to assume DATA is the name given to Data Segment register and CODE is 

the name given to Code Segment register (SS,ES are used in the same way as CS,DS ) 

START: 
START is the label used to show the starting point of the code which is written in the Code 

Segment. : is used to define a label as in C programming. 

 

MOV AX,DATA 

MOV DS,AX 
After Assuming DATA and CODE Segment, Still it is compulsory to initialize Data Segment to 

DS register.  MOV is a keyword to move the second element into the first element. But we 
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cannot move DATA Directly to DS due to MOV commands restriction, Hence we move DATA 

to AX and then from AX to DS. AX is the first and most important register in the ALU unit. This 

part is also called INITIALIZATION OF DATA SEGMENT and It is important so that the Data 

elements or variables in the DATA Segment are made accessable. Other Segments are not 

needed to be initialized, Only assuming is enhalf. 

LEA DX,MSG1 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 
The above three line code is used to print String or Message present in the character Array till $  

symbol which tells the compiler to stop. 

Now, lets understand line by line 

LEA DX,MSG1 in this LEA stands for LOAD EFFECTIVE ADDRESS and it loads the 

effective address of second element into the first element.  This same code can be interchangably 

written as MOV DX, OFFSET MSG1 where OFFSET  means effective address and MOV means 

move  second element into the first element. 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 
The above two line code is used to PRINT the String or Message of the address present in DX 

register. 

Standard Input and Standard Output related Interupts are found in INT 21H which is also called 

as DOS interrupt. It works with the value of AH register, If the Value is 9 or 9h, That means 

PRINT the String or Message of the address present in DX register. 

MOV AH,1 

INT 21H 
 The above three line code is used to Read a Character from Console and save the value entered 

in variable R in its ASCII form. 

Standard Input and Standard Output related Interupts are found in INT 21H which is also called 

as DOS interrupt. It works with the value of AH register, If the Value is 1 or 1h, That 

means READ a Character from Console, Echo it on screen and save the value entered in AL 

register. 

SUB AL,30H 

MOV NUM,AL 
The above Two line code is used to convert the value entered in variable NUM from ASCII form 

to its BCD form. This can be done by subtracting 30H i.e. SUB AL,30H. The value coming from 

Console is Basically in ASCII form. eg. When you enter 5 we see 35H,So by subtracting 30H we 

get back to value as 5. SUB AL,30H means subtracting 30H from AL. MOV NUM,AL  means 

move value in AL register into variable NUM. 

 

MOV AH,0 

MOV AL,FACT 
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MOV AH,0 is used to clear the unwanted value (garbage value) in AH register is removed by 

assigning ZERO to it. MOV AL,FACT  means move value in AL register from variable FACT. 

 

MOV CH,0 

MOV CL,NUM 
MOV CH,0 is used to clear the unwanted value (garbage value) in AH register is removed by 

assigning ZERO to it. MOV CL,NUM  means move value in AL register from variable NUM. 

In assembly programming language we have a LOOP instruction. This works with two 

other helpers which are Label and Counter. The Loop start with LABEL and ends with LOOP 

instruction with the same LABEL name with it. the execution of the Loop depends on the 

value in CX register ( CX is also Called COUNTER). 

Next Line – LABEL1: 
LABEL1: is a LABEL and all the words ending in colon (:). 

 

Next Line – MUL CL 
The above line code is used to Multiply CL with AX register  i.e.Value present in AX register 

Next Line – LOOP INPUT 
This end of loop. In assembly programming language we have a LOOP instruction. This works 

with two other helpers which are Label and Counter. The Loop start with LABEL and ends with 

LOOP instruction with the same LABEL name with it. the execution of the Loop depends on the 

value in CX register ( CX is also Called COUNTER). 

Next Line –  

LEA SI,RES 

CALL HEX2DEC 
The above Two line code is used to initialize RES to SI register and Call Procedure HEX2DEC 

which will covert AX register value as result and Print it on user screen. 

LEA SI,RES is used to Load Effective Address of RES variable to SI Register. 

CALL HEX2DEC is used to Call a Procedure named HEX2DEC 

 

Next Line – LEA DX,MSG2 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H  
The above two line code is used to PRINT the String or Message of the address present in DX 

register i.e. for MSG2. 

Next Line – LEA DX,RES 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 
The above three line code is used to print String or Message present in the character Array till $  

symbol which tells the compiler to stop. As we have initialized all the values in an Array to $ 

you will think what will be printed. The procedure is going to change the Array to its Resultant 

Decimal equivalent printable form i.e. ASCII form of a digit number. 
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Now, lets understand line by line 

LEA DX,RES in this LEA stands for LOAD EFFECTIVE ADDRESS and it loads the effective 

address of second element into the first element.  This same code can be interchangably written 

as MOV DX, OFFSET RES where OFFSET  means effective address and MOV means 

move  second element into the first element. 

 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 
The above two line code is used to PRINT the String or Message of the address present in DX 

register. 

Standard Input and Standard Output related Interupts are found in INT 21H which is also called 

as DOS interrupt. It works with the value of AH register, If the Value is 9 or 9h, That means 

PRINT the String or Message of the address present in DX register. 

Next Line – EXIT: MOV AH,4CH 

INT 21H 
The above two line code is used to exit to dos or exit to operating system. Standard Input and 

Standard Output related Interupts are found in INT 21H which is also called as DOS interrupt. It 

works with the value of AH register, If the Value is 4ch, That means Return to Operating System 

or DOS which is the End of the program. 

Next Line – CODE ENDS 
CODE ENDS is the End point of the Code Segment in a Program. We can write just ENDS But 

to differentiate the end of which segment it is of which we have to write the same name given to 

the Code Segment. 

PROCEDURE Code starts here:  
Procedure is a part of code that can be called from a program in order to perform specific task. 

Next Line – HEX2DEC PROC NEAR 
This line of code is used to start a procedure code and we can make out the procedure by the 

keyword PROC which tells us the procedure is started. In assembly language we have two types 

of Procedures one is NEAR and other is FAR. NEAR is used to call the Procedure within the 

program whereas FAR is used to call the procedure outside the program. HEX2DEC is only the 

Name given to the Procedure Code. 

Next Line –  MOV CX,0 

MOV BX,10 
MOV CX,0 is used to move or assign value 0 (decimal value) to  CX. The program which we are 

wishing to write is to covert HexaDecimal value to Decimal value, In which we will divide the 

number till the Quotient is going to be Zero. CX register ( CX is also Called COUNTER). CX 

register will count the number digit generated by dividing the Hexadecimal number by Base 

value of Decimal i.e.Ten. MOV BX,10 in this Base value 10 is moved to BX register, So that it is 

used to divide hexa number by 10. 

 

Next Line – LOOP1: MOV DX,0 
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LOOP1: is a LABEL and all the words ending in colon (:) are Labels. MOV DX,0 is used to 

clear the unwanted value (garbage value) in DX register is removed by assigning ZERO to 

it. First Loop starts here. 

 

Next Line – DIV BX 

ADD DL,30H 
DIV instruction only works with REG or MEMORY hence we cannot use DIV 10 where 10 is 

immediate, So we have to move 10 to BX register (we can take any register) this we have 

already done above and Then DIV BX  Now DIV BX will Divide AX register with 10 which is 

passed to BX register and Result of division is present in AX register contains Quotientand DX 

register contains Remainder. Here we will not touch Quotient AX as it will be used for furture 

Division, But DX Remainder will be Decimal Digit and will always be less than Ten so the value 

will be in DL register only and to make it printable on Console (Screen) we have to add  30H So 

that it will become a ASCII character and will be saved in Charater Array and will be printed as 

String later So ADD DL,30H. 

 

Next Line – PUSH DX 

INC CX 
PUSH is a stack function. Stack is an area of memory for keeping temporary data. PUSH and 

POP are two stack operations which stores or gets 16 bits of data. PUSH DX stores 16 bit data 

inside DX register into Stack Area. INC is a instruction for Increment the present in Register or 

Memory. INC CX will increment the value present in CX register by One. Here we are using CX 

register as a counter and counting the numbers of digits in their ASCII form which are pushed 

into Stack. So that the same count will help to POP the values out of Stack. 

 

Next Line – MOV CX,10 
MOV CX,10 is used to move or assign value 10 (decimal value) to  CX. The program which we 

are wishing to write is to input ten characters from console which will be entered by the 

user, Hence to do so we need a loop construct. In assembly programming language we have a 

LOOP instruction. This works with two other helpers which are Label and Counter. The Loop 

start with LABEL and ends with LOOP instruction with the same LABEL name with it. the 

execution of the Loop depends on the value in CX register ( CX is also Called COUNTER). 

Next Line – CMP AX,9 

JG LOOP1 
CMP AX,9  is used to compare AX register with 9 and jump if AX is greater to the respective 

LABEL LOOP1. The result of Comparision is not stored anywhere, but flags are set according to 

result.  is Short Jump if first operand is Greater then second operand (as set by CMP instruction). 

Signed. SECOND is the label where the compiler will JUMP. First Loop ends here. Note :- this 

loop is without LOOP keyword and depends upon the number to be converted. 

 

Next Line – ADD AL,30H 

MOV [SI],AL 
ADD AL,30H The Last Remainder will be Decimal Digit in AX register only as the number 

cannot be divided future and will always be less than Ten so the value will be in AL register only 

and to make it printable on Console (Screen) we have to add  30H So that it will become a ASCII 

character and will be saved in Charater Array and will be printed as String later. MOV 

[SI],AL Saving the Characters in Character Array (i.e. String) is done by Moving AL register to 
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Address of SI register which is represented in Square Brackets i.e. [SI]. SI is assigned with the 

Character Array i.e. RES. 

 

Next Line – LOOP2: POP AX 

INC SI 
LOOP2: is a LABEL and all the words ending in colon (:) are Labels. POP is a stack function. 

Stack is an area of memory for keeping temporary data. PUSH and POP are two stack operations 

which stores or gets 16 bits of data. POP AX gets 16 bit data to AX register from Top of 

Stack. INC CX will increment the value present in CX register by One. Here we are using CX 

register as a counter and counting the numbers of digits in their ASCII form which are pushed 

into Stack. So that the same count will help to POP the values out of Stack and save it in AX 

register. Second Loop starts here. 

 

Next Line – MOV [SI],AL 
The values out of Stack saved in AX register saved in string in this Loop. MOV [SI],AL Saving 

the Characters in Character Array (i.e. String) is done by Moving AL register to Address of SI 

register which is represented in Square Brackets i.e. [SI]. SI is assigned with the Character Array 

i.e. RES. 

 

Next Line – LOOP LOOP2 
This end of loop. In assembly programming language we have a LOOP instruction. This works 

with two other helpers which are Label and Counter. The Loop start with LABEL and ends with 

LOOP instruction with the same LABEL name with it. the execution of the Loop depends on the 

value in CX register ( CX is also Called COUNTER). 

Next Line – RET 
RET is a return instruction. This instruction is used only if  the control is been passed to the code 

outside Main like to Procedure. this return the control to the place where the Procudure was 

called. 

Next Line – HEX2DEC ENDP  
HEX2DEC ENDP is the End point of the Procedure in a Program. 

This line of code is used to end the procedure code and we can make out the procedure by the 

keyword ENDP which tells us the procedure is ended. In assembly language we have two types 

of Procedures one is NEAR and other is FAR. NEAR is used to call the Procedure within the 

program whereas FAR is used to call the procedure outside the program. HEX2DEC is only the 

Name given to the Procedure Code. 

Last Line – END START 
END START is the end of the label used to show the ending point of the code which is written in 

the Code Segment. 

Program: 

DATA SEGMENT 

NUM DB ? 

FACT DB 1H 
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RES DB 10 DUP ('$') 

MSG1 DB "ENTER NUMBER : $" 

MSG2 DB 10,13,"RESULT : $" 

DATA ENDS 

CODE SEGMENT 

ASSUME DS:DATA,CS:CODE 

START: 

MOV AX,DATA 

MOV DS,AX 

LEA DX,MSG1 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 

MOV AH,1 

INT 21H 

SUB AL,30H 

MOV NUM,AL 

MOV AH,0 

MOV AL,FACT 

MOV CH,0 

MOV CL,NUM 

LABEL1: MUL CL 

LOOP LABEL1 

LEA SI,RES 

CALL HEX2DEC 

LEA DX,MSG2 

MOV AH,9 
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INT 21H 

LEA DX,RES 

MOV AH,9 

INT 21H 

MOV AH,4CH 

INT 21H 

CODE ENDS 

HEX2DEC PROC NEAR 

MOV CX,0 

MOV BX,10 

LOOP1: MOV DX,0 

DIV BX 

ADD DL,30H 

PUSH DX 

INC CX 

CMP AX,9 

JG LOOP1 

ADD AL,30H 

MOV [SI],AL 

LOOP2: POP AX 

INC SI 

MOV [SI],AL 

LOOP LOOP2 

RET 

HEX2DEC ENDP 

END START 
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Practical 5 

Aim: Program for Password verification 

Introduction: 

8086 Instructions : 

The INC/DEC instructions 

format: 

INC destination 

DEC destination 

INC increments the source by one. Rather than use an ADD to increment a register or memory 

location, the INC instruction does the job faster and takes only parameter. Similarly, DEC 

decrements the source by one. These are an example of the many instructions that can be 

replaced by a sequence of other instructions; they are used to speed up common operations. 
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The CMP Instruction 

format: 

CMP destination,source 

Compare the numerical value of the destination with the source and set flags appropriately. This 

comparison is carried out in the form of a subtraction to determine which of the operands has a 

greater value. After a CMP instruction, OF, SF, ZF and CF are set appropriately. For example, if 

the operands have equal values, then ZF if set. 

These flags can then be interpreted by the various conditional JUMP instructions and decisions 

can be taken on that basis. 

The JMP Instruction 

format: 

JMP target 

Unconditionally jumps immediately to the next instruction following the target label. This is 

used to generate loops and perform selection within an assembly language program. 

example: 

start: 

lea dx,aMessage 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

jmp start 

This piece of code will output the message and then jump back to the top of the code and repeat 

its action. It will, in fact, produce an endless loop with messages being written to the screen. 

The JUMP Instructions 

example format: 

JE target 

The conditional jump instructions will execute a jump on the basis of the previous CMP 

instruction. The operation of the flags can be virtually transparent if meaningful names are used 

for the jump instruction. For example, JE will jump if the previous comparison yielded an 

equality. JNE will jump if the previous comparison was unequal. If the jump is not executed, the 

following instruction is executed as normal. 

JA jump if destination above source 

JAE jump if destination above or equal to source 
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JB jump if destination below source 

JBE jump if destination below or equal to source 

JE jump if destination equals source 

JNE jump if destination not equal to source 

There are many more jump instructions but most situations will be covered by those above. 

Conditional Jump instructions can only jump to a location that is physically within 128 bytes of 

the point from where the jump is taking place. This means that the jump must be to a nearby 

location. JMP has no such limits so the two instructions can be used in tandem to write effective 

decision-making algorithms in assembler. 

example: 

cmp ax,bx 

je thenpart 

elsepart: 

mov cx,2 

jmp endpart 

thenpart: 

mov cx,1 

endpart: 

This is equivalent to the following line of pascal code: 

if (ax=bx) then cx:=1 else cx:=2; 

This can be expanded to simulate the equivalent of a pascal "case" statement. 

LOOP  Instructions 

The LOOP instruction is mainly used to simulate the different loops in HLL. The Loop 

instructions use the CX register to indicate the loop count. 

The syntax of the Loop instruction is: 

 LOOP label 

  The Loop instruction decrements CX without changing any flags 

  If CX is not zero after the decrement, control is transferred to the destination label 

  The jump is a SHORT jump only 
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LABEL: The Label directive is used to assign a name to the current content of the location 

counter. At the start of the assembly process, the assembler initializes a location counter to keep 

track of memory locations assigned to the program. As the program assembly proceeds, the 

contents of the location counter are updated. During the assembly process, whenever the 

assembler comes across the LABEL directive, it assigns the declared label with the current 

contents of the location counter. The type of the label must be specified, i.e. whether it is a 

NEAR or a FAR label, BYTE or WORD label, etc. A LABEL directive may be used to make a 

FAR jump as shown below. A FAR jump cannot be made at a normal label with a colon. The 

label CONTINUE can be used for a FAR jump, if the program contains the following statement. 

CONTINUE LABEL FAR 

  

The LABEL directive can be used to refer to the data segment along with the data type, byte or 

word as shown. 

  

DATA SEGMENT 

  

  

DATAS DB 50H DUP (?) 

DATA-LAST LABEL BYTE FAR 

DATA ENDS 

  

After reserving 50H locations for DATAS, the next location will be assigned a label 

DATALAST and its type will be byte and far. 

Interrupt: 

Function 0Ah - Buffered input 

Action: Reads a string from the current input device up to and including an ASCII carriage 

return (0Dh), placing the received data in a user-defined buffer Input can be re 

directed, but this prevents detection of EOF 

On entry: AH = 0Ah 

DS:DX = segment:offset of string buffer 

Returns: Nothing 

Notes: The first byte of the buffer specifies the maximum number of characters it can hold 

(1 to 255). This value must be supplied by the user. The second byte of the buffer is 
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set by DOS to the number of characters actually read, excluding the terminating 

RETURN. If the buffer fills to one less than its maximum size the bell is sounded and 

subsequent input is ignored. 

 

If a CTRL-C is detected an INT 23h is executed. Normal DOS keyboard editing is 

supported during input 

 

 

 

 

Program: 

DATA SEGMENT 

    MSG1 DB 10,13,'ENTERED PASSWORD : $' 

    MSG2 DB 10,13,'YOU HAVE ENTERED WRONG PASSWORD !!! $' 

    MSG3 DB 10,13,'YOU HAVE ENTERED CORRECT PASSWORD ! $' 

    MSG4 DB 10,13,'PASSWORD LENGTH IS NOT EQUAL $' 

    STR1 DB "JNEC" 

    P1 LABEL BYTE 

    M1 DB 0FFH 

    L1 DB ? 

    P11 DB 0FFH DUP ('$') 

DATA ENDS 

;P1 is the Start of the Label Byte Data Type.  

;M1 is used for assigning Maximum Length of the Array. 

;L1 is used to Get the LENGTH of the entered String by User. 

;P11 the names refered for the Arrays in the program. 

;(A Number Character is of a BYTE size Hence we have to used only DB Define Byte )  
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;as we don’t know the lenght of the Characters in the String. Therefore we take it approx size 

256. 

; Here 0FFH DUP ('$') stands for N i.e. Size of Array or Array Size. 

; DUP stands for Duplicate i.e. it will duplicate the value in All the Array with the value present 

in Bracket (i.e. $).   

DISPLAY MACRO MSG 

MOV AH,9 

LEA DX,MSG 

INT 21H 

ENDM 

 

CODE SEGMENT 

    ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:DATA 

START: 

    MOV AX,DATA 

    MOV DS,AX 

    DISPLAY MSG1 

 

    LEA DX,P1 

    MOV AH,0AH    ;BUFFERED INPUT 

    INT 21H 

;The above three line code is used to Scan the String entered by user 

;Onscreen to the variable length character Array present in P1 Label Byte 

;and String refered by P11 as Array.      

 

    CMP L1,4             
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    JNE NOTEQUAL 

 

    LEA SI,STR1 

    LEA DI,P11              

    MOV CX,4                 

 

CHECK: 

    MOV AL,[SI]             

    CMP [DI],AL             

    JNE NOPASWD           

    INC SI                   

    INC DI 

    LOOP CHECK 

    DISPLAY MSG3 

    JMP EXIT 

NOTEQUAL: 

    DISPLAY MSG4 

NOPASWD: 

    DISPLAY MSG2 

JMP EXIT 

    EXIT: MOV AH,4CH 

INT 21H 

CODE ENDS 

 END START 

OUTPUT: 
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Practical 6 

Aim: Program for BCD addition 

Introduction: 

8086 Instructions : 

DAA Instruction: 

The DAA (Decimal Adjust after Addition) instruction allows addition of numbers represented in 

8-bit packed BCD code.   

It is used immediately after normal addition instruction operating on BCD codes. This instruction 

assumes the AL register as the source and the destination, and hence it requires no operand. 

The effect of DAS (Decimal Adjust after Subtraction) instruction is similar to that of DAA, 

except that it is used after a subtraction instruction. 

For example in the following program, that NUM1 and NUM2 are decimal numbers coded in 

BCD format, the result should be 62 

DAA Instructions 

.MODEL SMALL 

.STACK 200 

.DATA 

NUM1 DB  27H 
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NUM2 DB 35H  

.CODE 

.STARTUP 

 

 MOV AL,  NUM1 ;load AX with number NUM1 

 ADD  AL,  NUM2 ;AL = AL + NUM2 i.e. AL = 5CH = 92 in decimal 

 ;The expected result is 62 in decimal 

 DAA   ; AL = 62 

.EXIT 

END 

DAA operation: 

For the processor there is no difference between a BCD and a hexadecimal number, all numbers 

are seen as hexadecimal numbers. 

After performing an addition and the result is saved in the AL register, conversion to decimal is 

carried out as follows: 

 if the digit in the lower four nibbles of AL is greater than 10 (decimal), 

 then subtract 10 and 

 add 1 to the digit in the higher four nibbles of AL. 

Example: 

Suppose that the result obtained after adding 27 to 35, is 5CH. To convert this to the value that 

we would expect after a decimal addition, the DAA instruction is used. 

assume result = AL = 5CH 

digit in the low four nibbles of AL = C = 12 

then 12 - 10 = 2 

hence keep the 2 and 

add 1 to the digit in the higher four nibbles of AL 5 + 1 = 6 

The result is thus: 62 

 

ROL Instruction : ROL destination, count. 

This Rotate Instruction in 8086 with example all bits in a specified byte or word to the left some 

number of bit positions. MSB is placed as a new LSB and a new CF. 

Diagram shows ROL instruction for byte rotation. 
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The destination can be a byte or a word. It can be in a register or I n a memory location. The 

number of shifts are indicated by count. If number of shifts required is one you can place 1 in the 

count position. If number of shifts are greater than 1 then shift count must be loaded in CL 

register and CL must be placed in the count position of the instruction. 

 

ROR Instruction : ROR destination, count. 

This Rotate Instruction in 8086 with example all bits in a specified byte or word to the 

left some number of bit positions. LSB is placed as a new MSB and a new CF. 

The destination can be a byte or a word. It can be in a register or in a memory 

location. The number of shifts are indicated by count. If number of shifts required is 

one, you can place 1 in the count position. If number of shifts are greater than 1 then 

shift count must be loaded in CL register and CL must be placed in the count position 

of the instruction. 

Diagram shows ROR instruction for byte rotation. 

 

https://www.eeeguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/8086-Rotate-Instructions.jpg
https://www.eeeguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/8086-Rotate-Instructions-1.jpg
https://www.eeeguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/8086-Rotate-Instructions-2.jpg
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Function 2 - Character output 

Action: Outputs a character to the standard output device. I/O can be re-directed, but prevents 

detection of 'disc full'. 

On entry: AH = 02h 

DL = 8 bit data (usually ASCII character) 

Returns: Nothing 

 

 

 

Add 8 Bit BCD Numbers is the program written in assembly language and describes the 

algorithm of adding two 8 bit BCD numbers through Assembly program code. This program will 

take numbers as input one by one and then add those BCD numbers.  

Algorithm : 

Step I       :    Initialize the data memory. 

Step II     :    Get the first BCD number in AL. 

Step III   :    Get the second BCD number in BL. 

Step IV    :    Add the two BCD numbers. 

Step V     :    Using DAA, adjust result to valid BCD number. 

Step VI    :    Display the result. 

Step VII  :    Stop. 

 

Program: 

    MESSAGE MACRO M ;TO DISPLAY MSG 

    LEA DX,M 
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    MOV AH,09H 

    INT 21H 

    ENDM 

 

    PRINT MACRO BL ;TO DISPLAY RESULT 

    ADD BL,30H 

    MOV DL,BL 

    MOV AH,02H 

    INT 21H 

    ENDM 

 

    DATA SEGMENT 

    MSG1 DB 10,13,"ENTER FIRST NUMBER$" 

    MSG2 DB 10,13,"ENTER SECOND NUMBER$" 

    MSG3 DB 10,13,"RESULT IS$" 

    MSG4 DB 10,13,"INVALID$" 

 

    DATA ENDS 

    CODE SEGMENT 

    ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:DATA 

    MOV AX,DATA 

    MOV DS,AX 

 

    MESSAGE MSG1 

    CALL INPUT 
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    MOV CL,04H 

    ROR AL,CL 

    MOV CH,AL 

 

    CALL INPUT 

    ADD AL,CH 

    MOV BL,AL 

 

    MESSAGE MSG2 

    CALL INPUT 

 

    MOV CL,04H 

    ROR AL,CL 

    MOV CH,AL 

 

    CALL INPUT 

    ADD AL,CH 

 

    ADD AL,BL 

    DAA  ;DECIMAL ADJUSTMENT AFTER ADDITION 

 

    MOV CH,AL 

    MOV CL,00H 

    ADC CL,00H 

 

    MESSAGE MSG3 
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    MOV BL,CL 

    PRINT BL 

 

    MOV CL,04H 

    MOV AL,CH 

    AND AL,0F0H 

    ROR AL,CL 

    MOV BL,AL 

    PRINT BL 

 

    MOV AL,CH 

    AND AL,0FH 

    MOV BL,AL 

    PRINT BL 

    MOV AH,4CH 

    INT 21H 

    INPUT PROC NEAR ;TO TAKE INPUT FROM K/B 

    MOV AH,01H 

    INT 21H 

    CMP AL,'0' 

    JB ERROR 

    CMP AL,'9' 

    JA ERROR 

    AND AL,0FH 

    RET 
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    ERROR:MESSAGE MSG4 

    INPUT ENDP 

    CODE ENDS 

    END 

OUTPUT 

 

 

 

 

Practical 7 

 

Aim : Program to display system time & date 

INTERRUPTS 

Function 2Ah - Get system date 

Action: Returns the system day, month and year plus the day of the week. 

On entry: AH = 2Ah 

Returns: CX = year (1980 to 2099) 

DH = month (1 to 12) 

DL = day of month(1 to 31) 

AL = day number in week (0 to 6 = Sunday to Saturday) 

Notes: The format of the registers returned by this call is the same as that required by 

Function 2Bh. Although shown above as decimal values for clarity, all values are in 

hex. 

Function 2Bh - Set system date 

Action: Reset the date held in the system clock 

On entry: AH = 2Bh 

CX = year (1980 to 2099) 
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DH = month (1 to 12) 

DL = day of month (1 to 31) 

Returns: AL = 0 if successful 

AL = if invalid date supplied (no change) 

Notes: The system time of day is unaffected by this call. 

Function 2Ch - Get system time 

Action: Returns the time of day as held by the system clock. 

On entry: AH = 2Ch 

Returns: CH = hour(0 to 23) 

CL = minute (0 to 59) 

DH = second (0 to 59) 

DL = centiseconds (0 to 99) 

Notes: The register format returned by this call is the same as that required by Function 2Dh. 

Function 2Dh - Set system time 

Action: Sets the time of day held in the system clock. 

On entry: AH = 2Dh 

CH = hour(0 to 23) 

CL = minute (0 to 59) 

DH = second (0 to 59) 

DL = centiseconds (0 to 99) 

Returns: AL = 0 if time reset successfully 

AL = 0FFh if invalid time supplied (no change) 

 

Instructions : 

AAM 

AAM converts the result of the multiplication of two valid unpacked BCD digits into a valid 2-

digit unpacked BCD number and takes AX as an implicit operand. To give a valid result the 

digits that have been multiplied must be in the range of 0 – 9 and the result should have been 

placed in the AX register. Because both operands of multiply are required to be 9 or less, the 

result must be less than 81 and thus is completely contained in AL. AAM unpacks the result by 

dividing AX by 10, placing the quotient (MSD) in AH and the remainder (LSD) in AL. 

Example: 

 MOV AL, 5  
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MOV BL, 7  

MUL BL      ;Multiply AL by BL , result in  

AX AAM      ;After AAM, AX =0305h (BCD 35) 

 

Program to display system time 

DISP MACRO MSG              ;MACRO TO DISPLAY MESSAGE ON SCREEN 

        LEA DX,MSG              ;DX CONTAINS OFFSET ADDRESS OF STRING TO BE 

DISPLAYED 

        MOV AH,09H              ;FUNCTION(09)/INT 21H TO DISPLAY STRING ON SCREEN 

        INT 21H 

ENDM 

DATA SEGMENT 

         MSG DB "CURRENT TIME IS:$" 

DATA ENDS 

CODE SEGMENT 

    ASSUME DS:DATA, CS:CODE 

    START : MOV AX,DATA         ;DATA SEGMENT INITIALIZATION 

            MOV DS,AX 

            DISP MSG 

            MOV AH,2CH          ;FUNCTION(2C)/INT 21H TO GET SYSTEM TIME CH=HR, 

CL=MIN & DH=SEC 

            INT 21H 

            MOV AL,CH 

            AAM                 ;TO CONVERT PACKED-BCD INTO UNPACKED-BCD & TO 

DISPLAY HR 

            MOV BX,AX 

            CALL SHOW 
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            MOV DL,':'          ;DL CONTAINS A CHARACTER 

            MOV AH,02H     ;FUNCTION(02)/INT 21H TO DISPLAY A CHARACTER ON 

            INT 21H 

            MOV AL,CL 

            AAM                 ;TO CONVERT PACKED-BCD INTO UNPACKED-BCD & TO 

DISPLAY 

 

            MOV BX,AX 

            CALL SHOW 

            MOV DL,':'          ;DL CONTAINS A CHARACTER 

            MOV AH,02H          ;FUNCTION(02)/INT 21H TO DISPLAY A CHARACTER ON 

SCREEN 

            INT 21H 

            MOV AL,DH 

            AAM                 ;TO CONVERT PACKED-BCD INTO UNPACKED-BCD & TO 

 

            MOV BX,AX 

            CALL SHOW 

    TERMI : MOV AH,4CH          ;FUNCTION(4C)/INT 21H TO TERMINATE PROGRAM 

            INT 21H 

        SHOW PROC NEAR          ;SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY A CHARACTER ON 

SCREEN 

            MOV DL,BH 

            ADD DL,30H          ;OBTAIN ASCII CODE OF DIGIT IN BH 

            MOV AH,02H          ;FUNCTION(02)/INT 21H TO DISPLAY A CHARACTER ON 

SCREEN 

            INT 21H 
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            MOV DL,BL 

            ADD DL,30H          ;OBTAIN ASCII CODE OF DIGIT IN BL 

            MOV AH,02H          ;FUNCTION(02)/INT 21H TO DISPLAY A CHARACTER ON 

SCREEN 

            INT 21H 

            RET 

        SHOW ENDP 

    CODE ENDS 

    END START 

 

Program to display system Date 

; Day is in DL 

; Month is in DH 

; Year is in CX 

;Declaration Part 

.MODEL SMALL 

.DATA 

.CODE 

START: MOV AX,@DATA 

MOV DS,AX 

 

;Day Part 

DAY: 

MOV AH,2AH    ; To get System Date 
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INT 21H 

MOV AL,DL     ; Day is in DL 

AAM 

MOV BX,AX 

CALL DISP 

 

MOV DL,'/' 

MOV AH,02H    ; To Print / in DOS 

INT 21H 

 

;Month Part 

MONTH: 

MOV AH,2AH    ; To get System Date 

INT 21H 

MOV AL,DH     ; Month is in DH 

AAM 

MOV BX,AX 

CALL DISP 

 

MOV DL,'/'    ; To Print / in DOS 

MOV AH,02H 

INT 21H 

 

;Year Part 

YEAR: 

MOV AH,2AH    ; To get System Date 
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INT 21H 

ADD CX,0F830H ; To negate the effects of 16bit value, 

MOV AX,CX     ; since AAM is applicable only for AL (YYYY -> YY) 

AAM 

MOV BX,AX 

CALL DISP 

 

 

;To terminate the Program 

 

MOV AH,4CH     ; To Terminate the Program 

INT 21H 

 

;Display Part 

DISP PROC 

MOV DL,BH      ; Since the values are in BX, BH Part 

ADD DL,30H     ; ASCII Adjustment 

MOV AH,02H     ; To Print in DOS 

INT 21H 

MOV DL,BL      ; BL Part  

ADD DL,30H     ; ASCII Adjustment 

MOV AH,02H     ; To Print in DOS 

INT 21H 

RET 

DISP ENDP      ; End Disp Procedure 

END START      ; End of MAIN 
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Practical 8 

 

Aim : Program For Hex to BCD Conversion in Assembly language .  

 

 Introduction: 

We  have a 4 digit  Hex  number  whose equivalent binary number is to be found i.e. FFFF H. 

Initially we compare FFFF H with decimal 10000 ( 2710 H in Hex ). If number is greater than 

10,000 we add it to DH register. Also, we subtract decimal 10,000 from FFFF H, each time 

comparison is made. Then we compare the number obtained in AX by 1000 decimal. Each time 

we subtract 1000 decimal from AX and add 1000 decimal to BX. Then we compare number 

obtained in AX by 100 decimals. Each time we subtract 100 decimal from AX and add 100 

decimal to BX to obtain BCD equivalent. Then we compare number obtained in AX with 10 

decimal. Each time we subtract 10 decimal from AX and we add 10 decimal to BX. Finally we 

add the result in BX with remainder in AX. The final result is present in register DH with 

contains the 5th bit if present and register AX. 

 

Algorithm For Hex to BCD Conversion 

 

Step I              :    Initialize the data segment. 

Step II             :    Initialize BX = 0000 H and DH = 00H. 

Step III           :    Load the number in AX. 

Step IV           :    Compare number with 10000 decimal. If below goto step VII else goto step V. 

Step V             :    Subtract 10,000 decimal from AX and add 1 decimal to DH 

Step VI           :    Jump to step IV. 

Step VII          :    Compare number in AX with 1000, if below goto step X else goto step VIII. 
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Step VIII        :    Subtract 1000 decimal from AX and add 1000 decimal to BX. 

Step IX           :    Jump to step VII. 

Step X             :    Compare the number in AX with 100 decimal if below goto step XIII 

Step XI           :    Subtract 100 decimal from AX and add 100 decimal to BX. 

Step XII         :    Jump to step X 

Step XIII        :    Compare number in AX with 10. If below goto step XVI 

Step XIV        :    Subtract 10 decimal from AX and add 10 decimal to BX.. 

Step XV          :    Jump to step XIII. 

Step XVI        :    Add remainder in AX with result in BX. 

Step XVII      :    Display the result in DH and BX. 

Step XVIII     :    Stop. 

 
 Program For Hex to BCD Conversion Code 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ARI6RgyaCpk/T4kUYE1a1YI/AAAAAAAAAcw/Wg-Sxgr_5vc/s1600/For+Conversion+of+Hex+to+BCD.png
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.model small   

 .stack 100   

 .code   

      mov ax, 0ffffh            ; hex number to find it's bcd   

      mov      bx, 0000   

      mov      dh, 0   

 l9 :     cmp     ax, 10000     ; if ax>10000   

      jb      l2   

      sub      ax, 10000        ; subtract 10000   

      inc      dh               ; add 1 to dh   

      jmp      l9   

 l2 :     cmp      ax, 1000     ; if ax>1000   

      jb      l4   

      sub      ax, 1000   

      add      bx, 1000h        ; add 1000h to result   

      jmp      l2   

 l4 :     cmp      ax, 100      ; if ax>100   

      jb      l6   

      sub      ax, 100   

      add      bx, 100h         ; add 100h to result   

      jmp      l4   

 l6 :     cmp      ax, 10       ; if ax>10   

      jb      l8   

      sub      ax, 10   

      add      bx, 10h          ; add 10h to result   

      jmp      l6   

 l8 :     add      bx, ax       ; add remainder    

                                ; to result   

      mov      ah, 02             

      mov      cx, 0204h        ; Count to display    

                                ; 2 digits   

      go:      rol dh, cl   

      mov      dl, dh   

      and      dl, 0fh   

      add      dl, 30h          ; display 2 msb digits        

      int      21h   

      dec      ch   

      jnz      go   

      mov      ch, 04h          ; Count of digits to be    

                                ; displayed   

      mov      cl, 04h          ; Count to roll by 4 bits   

 l12:     rol      bx, cl       ; roll bl so that msb    

                                ; comes to lsb                   

      mov      dl, bl           ; load dl with data to be    

                                ; displayed   

      and      dl, 0fH          ; get only lsb   

      cmp      dl, 09           ; check if digit is 0-9 or letter A-F       
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      jbe      l14   

      add      dl, 07           ; if letter add 37H else only add 30H   

 l14:     add      dl, 30H   

      mov      ah, 02           ; Function 2 under INT 21H      (Display character)   

      int      21H   

      dec      ch               ; Decrement Count   

      jnz      l12   

      mov      ah, 4cH          ;  Terminate Program   

      int      21H   

 end 

 

 

OUTPUT: 
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Practical 9 

Aim:Program to convert BCD Number to Hexadecimal Number 

 

Program: 

.model small   

 .stack 100   

 .code   

      mov ax, 0ffffh            ; hex number to find it's bcd   

      mov      bx, 0000   

      mov      dh, 0   

 l9 :     cmp     ax, 10000     ; if ax>10000   

      jb      l2   

      sub      ax, 10000        ; subtract 10000   

      inc      dh               ; add 1 to dh   

      jmp      l9   

 l2 :     cmp      ax, 1000     ; if ax>1000   

      jb      l4   

      sub      ax, 1000   

      add      bx, 1000h        ; add 1000h to result   

      jmp      l2   

 l4 :     cmp      ax, 100      ; if ax>100   

      jb      l6   

      sub      ax, 100   

      add      bx, 100h         ; add 100h to result   

      jmp      l4   

 l6 :     cmp      ax, 10       ; if ax>10   

      jb      l8   

      sub      ax, 10   

      add      bx, 10h          ; add 10h to result   

      jmp      l6   

 l8 :     add      bx, ax       ; add remainder    

                                ; to result   

      mov      ah, 02             
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      mov      cx, 0204h        ; Count to display    

                                ; 2 digits   

      go:      rol dh, cl   

      mov      dl, dh   

      and      dl, 0fh   

      add      dl, 30h          ; display 2 msb digits        

      int      21h   

      dec      ch   

      jnz      go   

      mov      ch, 04h          ; Count of digits to be    

                                ; displayed   

      mov      cl, 04h          ; Count to roll by 4 bits   

 l12:     rol      bx, cl       ; roll bl so that msb    

                                ; comes to lsb                   

      mov      dl, bl           ; load dl with data to be    

                                ; displayed   

      and      dl, 0fH          ; get only lsb   

      cmp      dl, 09           ; check if digit is 0-9 or letter A-F       

      jbe      l14   

      add      dl, 07           ; if letter add 37H else only add 30H   

 l14:     add      dl, 30H   

      mov      ah, 02           ; Function 2 under INT 21H      (Display character)   

      int      21H   

      dec      ch               ; Decrement Count   

      jnz      l12   

      mov      ah, 4cH          ;  Terminate Program   

      int      21H   

 end 

 

 

OUTPUT: 
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Practical 10 

Aim: 

Write a Terminate but Stay Resident (TSR) program for a key-logger. The key-presses during 

the stipulated time need to be displayed at the center of the screen 

 

Theory: 

A terminate and stay resident (TSR) program is one that is set up to be loaded and then remain in 

computer memory so that it is quickly accessible when a user presses a certain keyboard 

combination. TSR programs are used in Disk Operating Systems and perhaps other non-

task operating systems. They aren't needed in multitasking systems such as Windows and OS/2. 

TSR programs typically include calculators, clocks, and notepads. When running another 

program in DOS, you can press the preset keyboard key or combination of keys and the TSR 

program will "pop up" into view. 

 
TSR programs:  

There are two types of programs which we execute on system: 
Transient programs and resident programs. After termination of transient programs  
the complete memory occupied by the program will be released whereas in case of 
resident programs part of program (resident portion) will remain in memory and part 
of program (initialisation routine) will be removed from the memory. 
• These programs are .COM programs 
• Can be loaded after DOS is loaded, 
• Stay in the memory, even if they are not active on your screen, 
• They appear to exit, but remain in the memory to perform tasks in the background. 

Structure of TSR programs: These programs are divided in three different parts 

i. Data Area 

ii. Resident routine 

iii. Initialization routine 

• Data Area: Where different data definitions are included as per the requirement of 

program e.g. Original entry in interrupt vector table, temporary space for registers etc. 

• Resident Routine: Portion of program which will be made resident in the memory to 

perform specified task. During execution of specified task original register contents 

may get change so these contents must be preserved and again loaded before calling 

original interrupt service routine 

• Initialization routine: Does the preliminary work to make resident routine stay 

resident in the memory, It executes only once, 

It performs following steps 

1) Get the original address of specified interrupt from IVT and save it 

2) Store the address of resident program in the IVT in place of original address, 

3) Calculate the size of the resident routine including Data area and PSP. Reserve the 

memory area of this size and make the program resident. 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchstorage/definition/memory-card
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/definition/DOS
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/task
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To perform these three steps we use three INT 21H functions 

– Function 35H: Get Interrupt Address 
• Call with AH=35H, AL= int # 

• Returns vector address in ES:BX 

– Function 25H: Set Interrupt Address 

• Call with AH=25H, AL=int # , DS:DX= Segment:Offset of interrupt 

handling routine 

 

– Function 31H: Terminate and Stay resident 

• Call with AH=31H, AL=return code, DX= Amount of Memory to 

reserve 

To read time from the CMOS time/clock chip, we use INT 1Ah(Real Time Clock 

Driver) and its function 02h (Get Time). It returns CH= Hours in BCD, CL= minutes 

in BCD, DH= seconds in BCD, DL= daylight-saving-time code (00h if standard time 

and 01h if daylight saving time), and carry will be clear if clock is running else carry 

will be set if clock is stopped.This time we are displaying at specific location continuously for which we 

will usedisplay RAM. 

Video Display Adaptors: The video display adapters found in IBM PC-compatible 

computers have a hybrid interface to the central processor. The overall display 

characteristics, such as vertical and horizontal resolution, background color, and 

palette, are controlled by values written to I/O ports whose addresses are hardwired 

on the adapter, whereas the appearance of each individual character or graphics pixel 

on the display is controlled by a specific location within an area of memory called the 

regen buffer or refresh buffer. Both the CPU and the video controller access this 

memory; the software updates the display by simply writing character codes or bit 

patterns directly into the regen buffer. 

Address for regen buffer for CGA, EGA, MCGA and VGA is B8000h (B800:0000) 

Each character-display position is allotted 2 bytes in the regen buffer. The first byte 

(even address) contains the ASCII code of the character, which is translated by a 

special hardware character generator into a dot-matrix pattern for the screen. The 

second byte (odd address) is the attribute byte. 

 

Algorithm of program: (Resident Routine) 
1. ORG 100H 

2. Unconditionally jump to initialisation routine 

3. Reserve memory loctations to store the registers and original vector address 

4. Store the registers temporarily 

5. Read time 

6. Initialise base address(B800h) of page-0 of video RAM in ES and offset(3984h) of a 

location where we want to display the RTC, 

7. Display HH:MM:SS 

8. Restore the original register contents 

9. Call the original interrupt service procedure 

 

Algorithm of initialisation routine 
1. Clear interrupt flag to avoid any hardware interrupt during the process of 

initialisation, 

2. Read the original vector address entry and store is in data area 

3. Set the vector address to our interrupt service routine 

4. Set interrupt flag 

5. Terminate and make it resident 
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ATTRIBUTE BYTE    BL     R     G     B    I      R      G    B 

BACKGROUND      FOREGROUND 

FORMULA TO CALCULATE OFFSET IN VIDEO RAM USING X,Y CO-ORDINATES 

= [(Y * 80)+X]*2 

 

 

Program: 

CODE SEGMENT 

 ;DECLARE ALL SEGMENT IN CS 

 ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:CODE,ES:CODE,SS:CODE   

 

 ORG 100H             ;PSP ADDRRESS IN MEMORY 

BEGIN: 

 JMP INIT 

  

 OFF1 DW  ? 

 SEG1 DW  ? 

 

 TAX DW ? 

 TBX DW  ? 

 TCX DW  ? 

 TDX DW  ? 

 TSI DW  ? 

 TDI DW  ? 

 TES DW  ? 

 TSS  DW  ? 

 

 HR  DB  ? 

 MIN  DB  ? 

 SEC  DB  ? 

;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

TEST1: 

 

 MOV CS:TAX,AX 

 MOV CS:TBX,BX 

 MOV  CS:TCX,CX 

 MOV  CS:TDX,DX 

 MOV  CS:TSI,SI 

 MOV  CS:TDI,DI 

 MOV  CS:TES,ES 

 MOV  CS:TSS,SS 

 

 MOV  AX,0B800H   ;VIDEO RAM ADDREESS 

 MOV ES,AX 

 

 MOV AH,02    ;TAKING CURRENT TIME 
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 INT 1AH 

 

 MOV HR,CH 

 MOV MIN,CL 

 MOV SEC,DH 

 

        MOV     BX,3980                ;[ POSITION        

 ON SCREEN TO DISPLAY  

     ;  CURRENT TIME ATTRIBUTE] 

 

 MOV AL,HR 

 CALL DISP   

 CALL COLON 

 

 MOV  AL,MIN 

 CALL DISP 

 CALL COLON 

 

 MOV  AL,SEC 

 CALL DISP 

 

 MOV  AX,CS:TAX 

 MOV  BX,CS:TBX 

 MOV  CX,CS:TCX 

 MOV  DX,CS:TDX 

 MOV  SI,CS:TSI 

 MOV  DI,CS:TDI 

 MOV  ES,CS:TES 

 MOV  SS,CS:TSS 

 

 JMP  DWORD PTR CS:OFF1 

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

DISP  PROC 

 MOV  CH,02H 

 MOV  CL,04H 

BACK: 

 ROL  AL,CL 

 MOV  DL,AL 

 AND  DL,0FH 

 ADD  DL,30H 

 MOV  BYTE PTR ES:[BX],DL 

  

 INC  BX 

 MOV  BYTE PTR ES:[BX],11   ;for style 

 INC  BX 

  

 DEC  CH 
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 JNZ  BACK 

  

 RET 

DISP  ENDP 

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

COLON  PROC 

 MOV BYTE PTR ES:[BX],':' 

 INC BX 

        MOV BYTE PTR ES:[BX],13 

 INC BX 

 RET 

COLON  ENDP 

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

INIT: 

 PUSH  CS 

 POP  DS 

 

 MOV  AX,0002  ;CLEAR WHOLE SCREEN 

 INT  10H 

 

 CLI 

 

 MOV  AH,35H    ;GET INTRUPT ADDRESS 

 MOV  AL,08H 

 INT  21H 

 

 MOV  WORD PTR OFF1,BX 

 MOV  WORD PTR SEG1,ES 

 

 MOV  AH,25H  ;SET INTRUPT ADDRESS 

 MOV  AL,08H 

 LEA  DX,TEST1 

 INT  21H 

 

 STI 

 

 MOV  AH,31H    ;MAKE PROGRAM PERMANENT 

 MOV  AL,00   ;(16 BYTE PER PARAGRAPH) 

 LEA  DX,INIT 

  

 INT  21H 

;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

 MOV  AH,4CH 

 INT  21H 

CODE ENDS 
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 END BEGIN 

 

Output: 

 

 

 

 

 


